Dreaming of truffles

Night and truffle escape with breakfast and lunch for one person
An experience for truffle lovers who want to spend the night in Osona and the
following morning go truffle hunting and enjoy a delicious truffle menu

DAY
We organize truffle escapes 7 days
a week. Contact us to establish the
date at:
temps@tempsdetofona.com
TIMETABLE
Exit: 8:00am
Arrival: 12:30pm (aprox.)
PICK UP POINT
A point in Osona to be established
with the client
GROUPS
The forest sustainability and the
good work of the dogs are only
possible with reduced groups of
between 2 to 6 people. For larger
groups please inquire within
TRANSPORT
We will move around with Temps
de tòfona´s mountain vehicles

ATTIRE
You must wear comfortable shoes. It´s not a complicated or long walk. It´s
important to wear dark colors to go unnoticed in nature. Avoid strident or
flourescent colors.
WHAT WILL WE DO?
––– We will pick you up at 8:00am at your enchanting accommodation and we
will go to truffle fields, inside the holm oak and oak woods in Osona. Our dogs
will come with us.
––– Together we will discover the secrets of the forest and we will show you
how to read the trails the soil leaves for us. We will share anecdotes and secrets
from our trade.
––– We will tell you how and where truffles are born, how to move through the
woods in order to find them, how to recognize a truffle place, how to know if
we have found a good truffle and how to cook it.
––– We will see how the dogs work live and, if we´re lucky, you will be able to
take the truffles out of the soil yourselves!
––– In the middle of the morning we will have a farmer´s breakfast in the woods with products from the county.
––– Whether we find truffles or not, we will have some available for you to buy.
(The truffles extracted during the escape will be property of Temps de tòfona).
––– Around midday (approximately 12:30) we will be back to the meeting point.
––– Here you will be able to get in touch with the chosen restaurant to enjoy
the truffle menu.
––– The chosen restaurants have a great reputation within the truffle cuisine.

During the escape pets won´t be allowed.

tempsdetofona.com
temps@tempsdetofona.com
+34 650 085 815
SECURITY AND WEATHER
The escape includes an insurance per person.
If Temps of tòfona considers that the weather conditions don´t allow us to go out on our escape, we will set another date to do it, without any additional cost.
The gift card will expire once the current truffle season is over (December 1st to March 15th).
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Print and cut these
cards and use them
as a gift card.
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